Union’s heroic efforts should not go unnoticed

773 delivers one million pounds of food to Southern Illinoisans
As a little boy, for trouble I had caused, my mother
sent me to bed without supper. It’d be the closest I
ever came as a child to experiencing hunger.
Today, hundreds of other Southern Illinois children
are not so lucky. And when the pandemic struck in
2020, the threat of hunger worsened throughout the
region dramatically.
It wasn’t just finding food — as many grocery
stores were wiped out by consumers with fears of
what the pandemic would bring — it was also affording food as many people lost their jobs and a way to
pay for necessities.
As the pandemic began to take the first of 16,500
lives in Illinois — and sickening or hospitalizing more
than 960,000 — the future for many families became
bleak. Knowing where their next meal would come
from was even uncertain.
As federal leaders dealt with issues of stimulus
payments and lockdowns, leaders of Laborers Local
773 based in Marion realized there was something
they could and must do.
Led by Jerry Womick, Matt Smith, Bill Orrill and
others, 773 quickly put together a plan to begin delivering meals to needy families throughout the mostly
rural landscape of Southern Illinois.
It didn’t come as a directive from any other source,
not from the Laborers national leadership or from any
federal political leaders, it came directly from their
heart. They realized that if they didn’t do it, it probably wasn’t going to get done. And if it wasn’t done,

the outcome could be catastrophic.
Modern history had never experienced anything
like this before. For many, the pandemic and the horrific challenges it brought with it remain unbelievable.
And while we are still far from an ending to the
pandemic, the hopes brought with the vaccine are
finally showing a light at the end of what has been an
extremely dark tunnel.
For some, the beginning of the pandemic brought
such a dark time, they had no idea where to turn for
help.
That was until 773 sprung into action and began
delivering the first of what would be a total of
1,000,000 pounds of fresh food and produce to folks
throughout Southern Illinois. Every week from March
until just before Thanksgiving, 773 planned and carried out deliveries to persons who needed them
most.
For those of us who have never experienced hunger, it’s impossible to know the toll it takes on the
body and mind of those who go without food. Like I
said before, I only remember missing one meal and
that was an attempt by my mother to correct my
behavior.
For mothers and fathers who pray for food for their
children because they have no idea how they will
supply for them, the hopeless feeling must be unexplainable.
Thank God for the Laborers Local 773. And thank
God for everyone who joined hand-in-hand with the
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Persons like State Senator Dale Fowler (R-Harrisburg); U.S. Representative Mike Bost (R-Murphysboro); first responders; school leaders, such as
Jacob “Jake” Rendleman, a member of the John A.
Logan College Board of Trustees; and trustees at
Shawnee Community College and Rend Lake College. And for those like Attorney Tom Lech who
helped purchase important equipment to make the
effort logistically possible.
These people made a difference. A big difference,
and at a time like no other in the history of this nation.
As time passes on, and we begin to see “normal”
again across this great nation, remember what 773
did for others. At the very least, remember, we owe
them that.

COVID HEROES: Nurses make huge impact in Southern Illinois
By SHANNON WOODWORTH
Reppert Publications
MT. VERNON — You’ve probably never heard of Heather
Esmon.
I mean, why would you? In
2010, she quietly graduated
from nursing school at Rend
Lake College with very little fanfare.
Her mother was there, grandparents, too, her siblings also
applauded as she crossed the
stage to receive her diploma.
But, that year, hundreds of others would do the same across
the nation.
So what’s the big deal? The
big deal is this: A decade later,
every single person like Esmon
— who graduated and became
nurses — would be on the frontHEATHER ESMON
line of the greatest healthcare
battle in American history.
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can people in less than a single
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year. This virus was new, it was

deadly, and very little was known
about it. Yet, people like Esmon
had the courage to face it head
on and to help helpless people
who entered hospitals throughout Southern Illinois fight for their
lives.
Some lives were lost, but many
were saved. And those, like
Esmon, who had gone mostly
unnoticed throughout their
careers were rightfully being
hailed as heroes of the pandemic.
“Until you see a patient battling
COVID-19 struggling for their next
breath, you have no idea how
scary and uncertain this virus is,”
Esmon said. “So many of us saw
it. We knew this was very bad and
something we had never encountered before.”
But all the nurses she knows,
Esmon said, stood and fought.
Even when personal protective
equipment was scarce, the days
were long, and the pandemic
worsened.
“Without committed nurses,
COVID would have already devastated the country,” Esmon said.
“Nurses quickly found them-

selves physically and emotionally drained, but didn’t give up the
fight. We are still in the fight. And
we care about the outcome of
every single patient we have contact with.”
Esmon noted that there is a lot
weighing on nurses as they not
only worry about their patients,
but about their families at home.
“We see what COVID can do
and we don’t want our family
members to suffer from this,”
Esmon said. “Many of us are
outspoken about it, about wearing a mask, washing your hands,
about staying away from gatherings where it can spread. We
are outspoken only because we
care.”
Like I said, you’ve probably
never heard of Heather Esmon.
But the fact that you haven’t
heard of her — or the thousands
of other Illinois nurses like her
— doesn’t mean they are not
heroes. Heroes who have made
a difference, saving lives, sharing
hope, and giving of themselves
during a time of great uncertainty
for everyone.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS — When Willie
Nelson sang ‘My Heroes Have Always
Been Cowboys’ he had not yet lived
through 2020, the pandemic, or witnessed the response of Laborers Local
773 to one of the worst times in American history.
If the country music great had witnessed the compassion and commitment
set forth by union leadership and members, he might have changed the words
to the song.
Simply put, the response by 773 to hunger and uncertainty that affected thousands of families in Southern Illinois, after
the pandemic struck in 2020, was nothing
short of heroic. But nothing in 2020 was
simple.
When COVID hit, hunger hit just as
hard, especially in rural communities
where, even if food was available, it was
almost impossible to distribute.
Feeding America data showed that
nearly 90 percent of counties with the
highest percentage of children at risk
of going hungry were rural. The need in
Southern Illinois was great. The response
by 773 was even greater.
BLAME IT ON THE TIMES
No one could have ever predicted what
was about to happen in America at the
close of 2019. Eventually, COVID-19 dominated 2020. The horrors of sickness and
deaths brought fear and hopelessness
throughout the nation. The country, at
one point, basically came to a screeching halt.
Jerry Womick, business manager
of 773, began conversations with 773
officers and staff concerning a local
response to needs brought about by the
pandemic. Concerns about 773 retirees
was the first conversation they had.
“Our first response was to purchase
boxes of food for our retirees and deliver
them to their homes,” Womick said. “I
guess we started with about 100 boxes.
Then we realized very quickly just how
widespread the needs were for other
families throughout Southern Illinois and
we set out to address it.”
What resulted was the distribution of
over 1,000,000 pounds of food by 773
throughout Southern Illinois. The weekly
effort to feed the hungry in Southern Illinois was nearly non-stop from March
until November.
“We knew we couldn’t do anything
about the pandemic, but we knew we
could help lessen the pain of hunger, we
knew if we worked at it, if we worked hard,
we could make a difference,” Womick
said.
So with the full support of members
and union officers like Matt Smith —
whose grandfather, Connell F. Smith,
was a founding member of 773 nearly 80
years ago — the union set out to make a
difference. Connell F. Smith often asked
the question, “Who can I help today?”
Because of the pandemic, there was no
shortage of people the union could help.
Hundreds and hundreds of families, the
union would learn, needed food.
BOTH ENDS OF THE CANDLE
Immediately, those associated with 773
began burning the candle at both ends as
they worked feverishly to find a way to fill
the hunger gap.
There was no time to rest. From Jef-

ferson County to the north to Alexander
County to the south, Southern Illinois’
rural landscape is vast. Reaching its population would prove to be extremely difficult, an undertaking which had never
been attempted before — until now.
“It had to be done,” Womick said.
“Too many lives were on the line. Too
many families needed the food. We were
driven. We weren’t just out to try and succeed, we were going to succeed. No matter how many hours we had to work and
no matter how difficult it would become,
we were going to succeed.”
As the effort grew, so did the number
of people willing to help. Local 773 joined
hands with Cusumano & Sons, Inc., a
regional wholesale produce distributor
located in Mt. Vernon; State Senator Dale
Fowler; Congressman Mike Bost; and
Vivian Robinson, state central committeewoman for the 15th Congressional
District, to name a few.
One of the greatest steps forward in
the effort was obtaining a grant from the
United States Department of Agriculture
to help with the purchase of food.
“We sat up a food distribution site near
Joppa,” Womick explained. “An eightyear-old boy walked up and asked if the
boxes had any hotdogs in them. The boy
explained that he and his brothers lived
with their grandfather and that they had
no vehicle and that he had walked two
miles to the distribution site with hopes
he might get a package of hotdogs. He
was just a little-bitty guy. He was hungry.”
A member of 773 explained that not
only did they have hotdogs, they had a
40-pound box of food for the child’s family. And when the boy, delighted at the
news, was about to carry the 40-pound
box of food two miles to his home, a 773
member insisted on giving him a ride.
“This is just one of many stories that
still brings tears to my eyes,” Womick
said.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
To understand the vast effort put forth
by 773, one must understand that this
was something they did each and every
week from March until the week before
Thanksgiving. One must also understand
the landscape of Southern Illinois and
how many thousands of miles of rural
roads must be navigated in order to make
an effort like this a success.
Along with traveling rural roads and visiting rural counties, 773 also had to be
successful in getting the word out about
the location of food distribution sites.
When individuals, many who were elderly,
could not get to food distribution sites,
773 coordinated at-home deliveries by
other volunteers.
Maurice “Woody” Woodworth of Bluford was one of those volunteers.
Woodworth, an Army veteran, is 83
years old. He is considered disabled by
the VA.
But when Woodworth learned that food
needed to be delivered in his tiny Jefferson County village, he looked past his ailments and took four boxes of food from
home to home each week.
“I just heard this food needed delivered,” Woodworth said. “I didn’t know
who was overseeing it, I just knew it
needed to get to a few homes and I figured I could help. When I first saw the
looks of hope on people’s faces when the
food boxes arrived, I knew there wasn’t
anything that would keep me from contin-

uing to deliver them.
“I may not see as well as I
once did but neither that little setback nor the pain in my
body was going to keep me on
the sidelines when I realized
how badly people needed this
food,” he added.
Womick praised Tom Lech
an attorney with Goldenberg
Heller & Antognoli for the purchase of a transport trailer that
made reaching rural areas with
food much easier.
“The trailer was a godsend
and another example of so
many others helping with this
effort,” Womick added.
SOMETHING YOU GET
THROUGH
This wasn’t the first response
to a need in Southern Illinois
by 773, but it was certainly
the largest local response and,
quite possibly, one of the greatest responses of its kind in the
nation.
But it didn’t start out that
way.
No one had ever faced anything so daunting in modern
history. There was no way
of knowing initially how long
the pandemic would last or
how detrimental it would be
to Southern Illinois’ families.
But as quickly as 773 learned
how devastating the pandemic
could be to Southern Illinois,
they sprung into action.
Leadership, led by the philosophy of helping others, didn’t

have to think about whether or
not they should act, they acted.
They didn’t wait for someone
else to tell them what to do, they
saw the need and responded.
The problem with hunger was
something to get through, not
to ignore and allow to grow out
of control.
Those who joined hand-inhand with 773, the Cusumanos, public officials, first
responders, church leaders,
school leaders, business leaders, and farmers undoubtedly
saved many lives and immediately responded with hope
when hope was beginning to
wane.
“America is an incredible
place, Southern Illinois is just as
incredible or more,” said Senator Fowler. “When we are faced
with a problem that affects us
all, we all join together to make
a difference. I’m proud of 773
and each and every person
who gave it their all to respond
to this crisis and help so many
people get through this difficult
time. These people are still at
it as the crisis still exists, but I
can’t imagine what would have
taken place here in Southern
Illinois if this response had not
been so great and so impressive. I was proud to join hands.”
Fowler said he will continue
to be involved with 773 to find
resources to continue to help
the effort into 2021.
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773: 80 years of helping others
Laborers Local 773 responded to the pandemic
by distributing over 1,000,000 pounds of food
throughout Southern Illinois. The weekly effort
to feed the hungry in Southern Illinois was nearly
non-stop from March until November. Above,
Southern Illinoisans line up for food. At left, a box
being packed.

INCREDIBLE: One million
pounds of food distributed
in Southern Illinois
$50,000 donation to warming center

The Laborers Local 773 recently donated $50,000 to the Carbondale Warming Center. The donation was made possible
through the Laborer’s Care Charity. The Carbondale Warming Center provides a safe, warm place for families or individuals to
stay when cold, winter temperatures threaten lives. The Center serves around 40 people at one time.

•Firefighters,
police
officers, and other first
responders
•Healthcare and Public
Health Operations
•Human Services Operations
•Essential Infrastructure
•Food, beverage and
agriculture
•Organizations
that
provide charitable and
social services
•Media
•Gas stations and businesses needed for transportation
•Financial institutions
•Hardware and supply
stores
•Critical trades, including plumbers, electricians,
exterminators,
cleaning and janitorial
staff for commercial and
governmental properties, security staff, operating engineers, HVAC,
painting, moving and
relocation services, and
other service providers
that maintain the safety,
sanitation and essential
operation of residences,
essential activities, and
essential businesses and
operations
•Mail, post, shipping,
logistics, delivery and
pick-up services
•Educational
institutions, for purposes
of facilitating distance
learning, performing critical research, or performing essential functions
•Laundry services
•Restaurants for consumption off-premises
•Supplies to work from
home
•Supplies for Essential
Businesses and Operations
•Transportation,
for
purposes of Essential
Travel
•Home-based care and
services
•Residential facilities
and shelters
•Professional services
•Day care centers for
employees exempted by
this Executive Order
•Manufacture, distribution, and supply chain
for critical products and
industries
•Critical labor union
functions
•Hotels and motels, to
the extent used for lodging and delivery or carryout food services
•Funeral services

